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Geophysics. - "On the dete1'minfltion of tidal constants frorn obser-

vatiolls ]Jmfo1'mecl with hOl'izontal pendztlums." By Dr. J. P. 

VAN DER STOK. 

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1909). 

1. When applying tbe theol'y worked out with a&tronomical 
accuracy of the analysis of tidal observations we are checked in 
practicc by di&tmbing influcnces of meteorological l1atUl'e whieh rnay 
be great with respect to the quantities to be ca1cu1ated, making thus 
the accuracy of tbe theo1'y as weU as that of the results illusory. 

These disturb;ng influenC'es are greatest when we ralculate the tides 
of long dIlration, where rneteorological factors of il'regu1ar nature 
play sucb a preponderant part, that the definition of the constant~ 
is only thell possible if it is based upon series of such long duration 
th at tbose disturbanees can be regarded as eliminated. Each investi
gation onght then to be preceded by a study of those disturbances 
and a taxation based upon the latter of the demand to be put as a 
minimum fol' the length of the series. 

For .most tides of short duration these objections do not hold, or 
at all events in a much less degree, tbey do however fol' those tides 
whose period differs but little from that of mean solal' time and whieh 
are connected with it in a systematic way, namely tbe sidereal 
tides proper ](t anel ](, and the sidereal tide improper P. 

As the di&turbances of meteorologieal náture appearing here have 
not only all il'regular but also a l'eglllar character, the former ean 
be eliminatecl by making tbe ealculation over a great many yeal's, but 
not the Jatter and on1y by mean':Î of more or less uneertain hypotheses 
shall we be able to rome closer to our aim. 

Thus e. g. the tides 1( and P can onIy then be calcu1ated out of 
tbe observations if we assume that the dim'nal meteol'oIogicaJ tide 
SI remains constant dnring the whole year, a supposition whieh is 
certninly inaccurate because the mean amplitueles of the motion Sp 
finding its origin in the lanel- and seawind, must be considerably 
less in winter than in summer. 

As lucky eil'cumstance can be regardeel that SI is generally smal! 
a. o. on EUl'opean coasts, where howevel' on the other hand Kl and 
P too, are abnormally smalI, nbnorma,lly, namely, with respect to the 
value evaluated "out of the theory of equilibrium. In tropieal regions 

, S1 IS in many plaees llOt smalI, anel on1y wh ere, as in the Java sea, 
Kl and Pare great, an appl'oximative determination of [(1 is possible, 
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whilst for that of the small tide P tbe circumstances will be un
favourable always and everywhere. 

2. In a recent publication 1) Prof. HECKER has made an investigation 
of the influence of forces generating tides on two horizontal pendu
lums set up for this aim in a pit 80 that the influence of changes 
in temperature was reduced to a minimum. 

The result of th is investigation surpasses the expectations arout 
the possibility of sllch a determination of disturbances of gravity 
caused by celestial boc1ies which were until a short time ago decidedly 
unfavourable. 

The two instruments are not of equal value; the pendulum set 
up in an azimuth of 222° proves to be a murh better instrument 
than the other; the results obtained with the best pendulum are, 
expressed in deviations of an equivalent vertical pendu]um in arc 
seconds 

Oalculated 011.00922 cos (2 t - 305°.5) 
Obsel'ved 011 .00622 cos (2 t - 285°.4) 

Oalculated 011.00399 cos (2 t - 305°.5) 
Observed 0".00244 cos (2 t - 273°.6) 

Deviations in the sense of the movement of the hand of a time-
piece are reckoned positive tor this instrument. 

HECKER conc1udes from (his that the earth deforms itself under the 
influence of the forces of the tides and that its rigiditr or resistance 
against deformation is about equal to that of a steel sphere. This 
result is in accordance with the conclusions drawn from the variation 
of the velocity of propagation of the first forerunners of a seismie 
wave (longitudinal vibration) ffOm 7 to 13 K. M. and of the second 
forerunners (transversal vibration) from 4 to 7 K. M. with the depth 
of the layers passed thl'ough and likewise with the fact that the 
principa'! perioclical oscillation of the geographical latitude does not 
take place in a period 'of 306 d. (EULER) but of 427 d. (OHANDLER), 
from which would ensue a still great€'r l'esistance against deformation, 
namely aboui twice that of steel. 

In the last chapter HECKER discusses in short the possibility to 
deduce from the data tbe influence of the partial tidal force ](1' 

diumal periodical with sidereal time; here ho wever he is cherked 
by the above mentioned difficulty that evidently thel'e exists in the 
diurnal periodic movement SI' (TabIe I) not of astronomical origin, 
an an]) ual variatiop. 

1) O. HECKER. Beobachtungen an Horizonfalpendeln über die Deformation des 
Erdkörpel's unter dem Einfluss von Sonne und Mond. Vel'offentl des Kön. Preuss. 
Geod. lust. Neue Folge, no. 32, 1907. 
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He therefore reg'ards an arrangement according to sidereal time 
not recompensatory and from a proof taken by shifting öf the monthJy -
means he concludes: 

"Immerhin kÖnnen wil' abel' aus den angeführten Werten ent
nehmen, dass die Amplitude einer etwa vorhandenen Sternzeitwelle 
nul' seh1' gering sein kann". 

TABI.1E 1. 

Diurnal inequality in the movement of the pendulum No 1. 

Commencement of time: Midday, M. E. time. 

January 0".0021 cos (t-270~0)+ 0".0029cos(2t-R21~9 

February 65 24.9.4 4'3 307.4 

March 97 274.7 52 300.0 

April 142 260.7 35 281.6 

May 153 254.6 20 249.8 

June 196 242.0 7 164.0 

July 190 ::l41.4 15 165.1 

August 188 246.5 '19 :144.8 

September 208 234.0 42 250.7 

October 165 233.4 45 259.7 

November 137 231.5 , 29 262.1 
I 

December 34 259.7 25 319.3 
I 

Year I 0".01206 cos (t-245" .4) + 0" .00244 cos (2t- 277(5) 

In consequence .of this discl1ssion we can remark : 1. that for an 
accmate calculation of the sidel'eal tides an arrangement according 
to sidel'eal time, proper or improper, is unnecessary, so that little 
tl'ouble is attached to it, and 2 that the influence of those sidereal 
t.ides canllot be so iusignificant. 

Beslcles Ihe siclereal-time solal'-lunar tide proper Kl also the solar tide 
P appears which moves with respect to the meaO. solar time in the 
same way as sidereal time but in an opposite sense. 

The angular velocity of Kl is: 
15° + 0°.04107 an hoU!' 

that of p: 
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amplitude o,f M2 

for Kl: 
for p: 
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coeflicient of importance 1) expl'essed in the mean 
as unity is 

0.58 
0.19 

so that yearly ~wice the two tides stl'engthen each other, namely in 
June and in Deeember, when the relative amplitude is: 0.77, whilst 
in March and in September it comes to: 0.39. 

There must therefol'e be, even thollgh the meteorological tide 81 

were constant during the whole year, a considerable annual varÏation 
in tbe diurnal inequality. 

Although dllring the period under treatment the lunar declination 
was particula"]y small and the circumstances therefore were un
favourable fol' the determination of the constants of the sidereal tides, 
yet the theoretical amplitude of ](1' expressed in deviations of the 
~ertiral pendulum, amounts fol' Potsdam to: 

0".0050 

whilst the amplitude of P is in square numbe)'s: 

0".0020 

The amplitude of the anl1ual val'iation in the diurnal meqnalHy 
must therefore be about: 

0".0070 

i. e. aJmost twice that in the pril1cipal solar tide 82 : 

0".0040. 

From the amplitudes of the diurnal movement of Table I is 
'evident th at the amplitude of the anll11al variation: 

196-34 
Jlll1e-DeC'embel' = = 0".0081 

2 

diffel's but liWe from the theoretical value, sa that we have every rea80n 
to rnl.û{e an atternpt for an accurate determination of the constanis, 
which pl'omises to lead, at all events for the tide 1(, to satis
factory results. 

The value of such an investigation is not so much to be fOllnel 
in the deterrnination itself as in the fact that, if the investigation is 
continueel over several years so that the ll'regularities of meteoro
logicalorigin have disappeared, we shall be able to correct the 
mon1hly means of the dim'nal illequality for the influence of the 
astronomical tides, in order to obtain in this way accurate series of 
numbers from whirh the nature and the origin of the Si tide can 
be studied and deduced. 

1) SIR GEORGE DARWIN. Scientific papers, Cambridge. 1907, vol. I. P ~5, 
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3. Thj3 amplitude of a vertical pendulum under the influence of 
a celestial body can be represented by the expression -

Hp qsin 2~, 
~ = distance of zenith , 
H = general coefftcient or g~'eatest amplitude which the celestial 

body could effect on a place situated under the equator with a 
declination zero: 

3 206265" 
Exp~'essed in arc seconds Ris for the moan = '2 X 2 fk 3 - 0."01737, 

H' for the sun = 0.4604 H, 
if we put: 

f = 81.4 = quotient of mac;s of earth by mass of moon. 
k = 60.26 = mean distance from moon to earth, in earthradii. 
p = geogl'aphical or local coefficient, dependent on the geogr. latitude 

of the place of ohservation and" the azimuth of the horjzontal 
pendulum; for the rest different fol' diurnal and semidiurnal 
movements. 

q = astronomical coefficient dependent on the inclination of the 
orbit and its eccentricity. 

If the general expression is developed in a series of terms, behaving 
itself purèly periodically, we find for the components in the direction 
of the meridian, N (north' positive), and in a direction normal to it, 
W (west positive), as far as the terms are concerned, in the dil'ection 
of sidereal time, inclusive of P, for the moon: 

N = B qm cos 2 cp sin r T 

w = - H qm s~n cp cos r T 

cp = geogr. latitude 
r = 15° + Tl = 15°.04107 an hour 
qlll =. sin I cos 1(1 = inclination of ol'bit of moon) 

and for the sun: 
N = H' cos 2 (jJ [gij sin r T - q' sin (r - 21'/) T] 
W = H' sin q; [ - qij cos r T + q' cos (r - 2 1]) T] 

. • . (1) 

~ . (2) 

The deviation of a horizon tal pendulum set up in an azimuth 

1800 + a is: 
- (N sin a + W cos a) 

If we put: 
-sincpcosa=psinx 
- cos 2 q; sin a = p cos X, 

then for Potsdam : 
q; = 52° 23', a = 42° 

P = 0.6129, Je == 286°.15, q' == 0.4127. 
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For the period treated (Dec. 1902-April j 905) holds: 

1= 18Q 33', 'IJ = 00 .31 

with which we find with the aid of the wellknown tables of 
BÖRGEN fol' the astron. coefficient of the Kl 1ide composed of (1) 

alld (2) 
q" = 0.4732, 

from which follows for the theoretical value 
KI = 0".005037, p= U".001869 

4. Already 15 years ago I have pointed out in "Studiën over 
Getijden in den Indischen A.rchipel", that for the determination of 
the ('onstants of the tides Kv Pand K2 the tt'ouble of an arrange
ment of the hourvallles according to tbe angul?>r velocities of these tides 
is sU}Jerfluous and that we can deduce these constants with equal 
accul'acy and JittJe labour directly out of the monthly means. 
The application of this method has furnished good results not only 
1'01' the lndian tides but also tOl' the deterrnination of the tidal 
constants on t11e Dutch coasts where all th ree tides are very 
smalJ.1) Especially if as in this case hOllr-observations are at hand, 
the calculation is exceedingly simpie, for the di urn al yariation can 
be represented in its variability in 1.he course of the year with great 
approximation by the expression : 

SI cos(1 St - Cl) + Kl cos (15t- t~l + 30m) + Pcos (15t - ~2 - 30m), • (3) 

where 

:re 
V'o = - ho + - = 1550 16 ; 

2 

ho = le11gth of the sun at tbe commencement of tbt' time (epoch) 
(294°.84) i. e. in this case January 16; v' is a smaIl cOl'l'ectioll, 
caused by t11e inclination of the Ol'bit of the moon with respect to 
the ecliptic. It is clear that the inaccuracies committed 11.ere, namely 
1 the angular velocities holding fol' one day being all taken equal 
instead of respectively 

15 0 ,15°+7/ ,15°-7/ 

And 2 the monthly means being regarded as 12 equidistant points, 
ean have no perceptibie infIuence on the result of the calculation. 

Omitting the nrst term we can bl'ing (3) into the form: 

1) Études des phénomènes de marée SUl' les cötes néerlandaises I. Utrecht, 1904. 
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[
(KJ cos tpl + P cos 1/'2) COS 30 lIJ] COS 15 t + (Kl sin tpl - P sin tp2) sin 30 {IJ 

+ sin 15 t [ (Kl sin tpl + P sin tp2) c~s 30 {IJ] 
. - (Kl cos tpl - P COS tp2) suz 30 {IJ 

If we put the formula for the diurnaT inequality of Table I into 
the form: 

A cos 15 t +- }j sin 15 t, 

and subtract from the values A and B the annual means AI and BI 
and then again represent the differenees formed in this way by: 

.A - A' = R cos 30 {IJ + Q sin 30 IV \ 
I I I • • • , • (4) 

B - B = R cos 30 {IJ + Q sin 30 IV 

we obtain the equations: 

Kl C~s tpl + P c~s '1/'2 = R 1 
](1 szn tpl - P szn tp2 = Q \ • . . . , . (5) 
Kl sin tpl +- P sin tpg = R' 

- Kl COS tpl + P cos 1/'2 = Q' 

from which the four unknown quantities ean be solved; then the 
amplitudes must be augmented, monthly means having been used, 
by multiplication by the factor: 

:Jr 
R2 = ---5-= 1.0115 

12 sin 1 0 

and to the values tpl and 1/J 2 the astronomical arguments Vo and 
VlO must be added. 

In all cases in which the SI tide is so small that even if it is 
submitted to an annual variation it can only exercise an influenee 
small with respect to the amplitudes of ](1 and P, this simple 
method leads to good results. . 

If SI is not smaIl, we can start from the assumption th at land
and seawind are different in winter and summer, but that they 
ean be regarded as constant during each of the seasons. We can 
then eliminate out of the six summer months of the <.lIfferences (4) 
the value SI cos (15 t-CI) and likeV\ ise out of the six winter-diffe
rences, and then we ean caleulate out of the equatiol1s the four 
unknown quantities. The combinations of the different monthly means 
necessary for this are of course less favourable than in the former 
case, but this disadvantage can be compensated by taking a great 
number of years together which is necessary for every method 
when we have to deal with disturbances of a meteorological nature. 
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5 N either of the two methods, which can be used when we 
calculate watertides, is applicable to the case under discussion ; as 
evidently the tide SI is great we may not assume that the annual 
variation of SI will be small with respect to the quantities to be 
found. Neither is thel'e a reason to assume that in winter or in 
summer, regarded separately, SI will be fairly constant, as we are 
still quite uncertain about the natnl'e and the origin of it. 

Another favourable circumstance ho wever, not appearing for 
watertides, makes in ihis case an approximatlve solution possible. 

For when ](1 appears in the monthly means with a certain value 
]( and an argument Xl' then we can say almost with certainty that 
the tide P wiII make its appearanr'e with an amplitude: 

P=aK, 

in whicb ct is the theol'etic pl'oportion of P to ](1: 

a = 0.371. 

Furthermore we can state wHh equal probability 
) 

X2 = XI • (6) 

Thus out of the equatiolls (4) two unknown quantities disappear 
and they can be repbced by two others characterizing SI more 
close!y. 

We repl'esent this tide by tlle form: 

iS + Leas (30 tIJ - m)l cos (I5t - Cl) 

and so we assume th at the amphtllde is submltted to an annual 
variation, but that Cl remains constant, which, if this phenomenon 
finds its ol'lgin In the radiatlOn of the sun, cannot be far from the 
truth. 

Furthermore follows from (6)· 

lP2 = 1~1 + Vo - V'o = lPl + a = tI'l + 49°.55. 

Insteacl of the formulae (5) we get the four equatiol1s 

With 

L cos C cos In + J( cos 1/'1 + Ka cos (lPl + a) = R 
L cos (' sin m + K sin 1/\ - Ka sin (lPl + a) = Q 
L sin C cos m + Ksin 1/'1 + Ka sin (lPl + a) = R' 
L szn C sin m - K cos tl'l + Ka GOs (lPl + a) = Q' I 

R = 42.22 
Q = 34.98 
C = 245°.5 

R' = 69.94 
Q' = 0.96 

we fincl from this: 
KI = 51.2 
lP! = 44°.5 

L= 46.3 
m = 248°.7 

. (7) 
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or, af ter applying the augmenting factor R 2 and the astronomical 
argument, as the result of this investigation: 

Oalculated 0".00504 cos (t - 286°.2) 
Kl Observed 0".00518 cos (t - 2490.2) 
P Oalculated 0".00187 cos (t - 286°.2) 

Observed 0".00192 cos (t - 249°.2) 

and then for the monthly means of the diurnaJ inequality the 
expression 

0".0129611 + 0.361 cos (30 {IJ - 248°.7)j cos (15 t - 245°.5) 

6. Just as fol' watertides the superposition of the partial tides 
S2 and ](2 causes a maximum in March and September (the equi
noctial tides known to every marine!') and a minimum in January _ 
and July, here too such a semi-annual variation must appeal' in the 
expressions for the semi-diurnal inequality. Indeed this variation makes 
its appeal'ance clearly at first sigh! in the amplitudes of Table 1. 

If we assume that the S2 tide is constant during the whole year, 
then the general expression for the monthly means is: 

S2 cos (30 t - C2) + K 2 cos (30 t - C2k + 60,1]) 
where 

We have then to do nothing but to analyse the expl'essions of \ 
Table I, aftel' subtraction of the mean for the whole year, into the 
components: 

A cos 30 t + B sin 30 t 
A = cos (60 x - C2k) 

B = -sin (60x- C2k) 

If we bring through the differences A and B doubly-periodic 
curves, we obtain for each of the quantities to be found: 

K2 sin C21.: and K 2 cos C21.: • • (8) 

two values which must be abont equal and from which we deduce, 
aftel' applying the augmenting factor 

3'( 

R4 = 0=1.0472 
6 sin 30 

and the astronomical argument 

Vo = 2 ho - 2 v" = 229°.68 - 0°.25, 
the quantities K2 and x. 

The astronomical coefficient calculated according to the tables of 
BÖRGEN is: 

q =0.0878 
and if we put 
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-- sin p cos Ct = P sin x. 
sin p cos p sin a = p cos X. 

we then find for the theoretical value: 
1(2 = 0".00085 , X = 305°.5. 

FJ'om the data of Tab1e I we find, however, for the values (8) 
quantities, which are equal in sign but whiéh differ, for the rest 
pretty much, namely: 

\ 3.97 =R 
K 2 cos C2k = ~ 10.77 = Q 

\ 4.10 =R' 
1(, sin C2k = 116.34. = Q' 

SA here too we must assume that 82 is not constant and that 
there is a serni-al1llUal variatlOn in the semi-dim'md inequality which 
in deed is immediately evident from the amplitudes of Tab1e I on 
account of the inequality of the two maxima and minima. 

If, as above, we represent the 8l tide by 

{S, + L cos (00 ,'I) - m)j cos (30 t - C) 

we then find out of the four equations 
L cos C cos m + ](, cos C2k = R 
L cos C sin m + ](, sin C2k = Q 
L sin C cos m ·1- ](, sin C2k = R' 
Lsin C sin m -](, cos C2k = Q' 

as the result of the investigation: 

I Calculated 0".00085 cos (2 t - 305~.5) 

](, IObserved 0".00070 cos (2 t - 260".6) 

and for the semi-diurnal ineq uality : 

0".0024411 + 0.574 cos (60 ,'I) - 158°.6)l cos (2 t - 277°.7) 

This result justifies the expectation that if monthly means of the 
dim'nal variation are available calcu1aLed over a. greater number of 
years aud by preferellce over years in which the declination of the 
maan is great, a1so the calculation of the small tide ](, can be made 
with all the looked for accuracy. For, at the greatest declination of 
the moon the amplitude of 1(2 is almast twice greater than at the 
smallest. 

Out of the mLlnthly means of the diurnal variation for the second 
horizontal pendulum set up at Potsdam these sidereal tides do not 
admit of a deduction. The continual displacements of the zero point, 
considE'rable for bath instrurnents, sUl'pass for this instrument all 
the smaH regulnr movements entirely. 

A determination of the sidel'ial tides might thus serve as a 
criterion for the quality of seisrnic instruments. 


